
 

 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Fields  
2. Beneath The Plow  
3. Blind Caroline  
4. Hall Of Mirrors 
5. Kill The Sleepers  
6. April Fools  
7. Underground  
8. Look Over Your Shoulder  
9. Failure   
10. Grasshopper (previously unreleased)  
11. 5 Fingers (previously unreleased)  
12. Grime (previously unreleased)  
13. Blind Caroline (unreleased alternate mix)  
14. Good Christian (Bry basement demo)  
15. Snake In The Garden (rehearsal '87)  
16. TE On TV (rehearsal '87)  
17. In My Eye (4-track cassette demo)  
18. Exo Skeletons (4-track cassette demo) 
19. Daisy Jane (rehearsal '88)  
20. Intrepid Traveler (rehearsal '88)  
21. Fields (rehearsal '88) 
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We bring you a hidden gem from the last century: Chemistry Set, grunge-era men 
out of step with their time. This is their story. 
 

Veronika Kalmar (Backlash): "The complexity of their work enables them to break 
out of the local dirge and psychedelic stereotypes and achieve a distinct sound 
belonging to them alone." 
 

Backlash first annual poll - 1988: Best band #4. Chemistry Set 
 

Keld Bangsberg (KCMU): "Combine a dash of Young Fresh Fellows fun, a pinch 
of Rain Parade psychedelia and a squeeze of REM pop, put it on puree and you 
get a concoction known as Chemistry Set." 
 

Scott Sutherland: 
 

"It started elsewhere but for the sake of keeping this short, it kicked off with an ad 
Tom (Ewers) and I placed in the Musicians Wanted section of The Rocket; 
Revolverish softboys into Syd… 
 

I swear on the ghost of Winston Underpetals that we truly meant that shit.  Maybe 
1985. 
 

1986 or 87. Everybody playing psychedelic music lived in the U-District (Seattle). 
Room Nine, Walkabouts, Feast and such. We wrote and worked out the “Purple 
Record” EP in the basement of the 11th Avenue NE “Bedlam” house. House 
parties on that street were a big deal – play a set in one basement, head up the 
street and see Feast at their house, maybe go down to the South Seattle 
Dutchman practice space building to see what was going on there.  You could 
literally play until the sun came up at the Dutchman. 
 

(Scott) Vander(pool) and Bry (Learned) came from the Young Pioneers. Tom 
knew those guys from Evergreen College and I knew them from being a regular 
patron of The Tropicana, Olympia’s finest all ages club in the mid-80’s.  Once we 
started playing with them we knew we were shitting in high cotton.  They sounded 
HUGE.  We played all the goddamned time. It was glorious. 
 

Bill (Campbell) came from the Gods and the east coast of the USA. Tom and I 
pressed him into service when he was foolish enough to attend two consecutive 
shows. He can seriously play the hell out of a git-fiddle. You already know that. 
 

We weren’t really together that long. We shoehorned all things Chem Set into a 
little window. We did the hippy shake-shake for the time we needed to do it and it 
was most fab." 
 

The Incomplete Fabulous Stinking Chemistry Set includes the all of the legendary 
"Purple EP," the Sub Pop 200 effort "Underground," a lone single "Look Over 
Your Shoulder b/w Failure," unreleased single sessions recorded as they were 
breaking up and 9 other slabs of previously unreleased fabulous stinking 
Chemistry Set. All digital for the first time.  
 
You know you've been waiting for this. 
 

• EPK: https://greenmonkeyrecords.com/artist-chemistry-set/ 
• Bandcamp: 

https://greenmonkeyrecords.bandcamp.com/album/the-
incomplete-fabulous-stinking  
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